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Abstract
A non-invasive method useful for asset management is to estimate the functional age of the insulating paper of the transformer that is caused by
thermal aging. For this purpose, the hot-spot temperature profile must be assessed by means of some transformer characteristics, the historical load,
ambient temperature profiles and a set of equations. In many in-service unit cases, the available data is incomplete. This paper proposes a method
to deal with the lack of data. The method is based on the estimation of the historical load and ambient temperature profiles by using an artificial
neural network and Monte Carlo simulations. The probable loss of total life percentage of a 30 MVA power transformer is obtained through the
proposed method. Finally, the corresponding results for the assessed transformer, a model validation section and conclusions are presented.
Keywords: aging; artificial neural network; asset management; Monte Carlo methods; load profile forecasting.

Evaluación de la pérdida de vida del aislamiento solido en
transformadores de potencia, estimando la historia de carga y los
perfiles de temperatura ambiente por medio de redes neuronales
artificiales y simulaciones de Monte Carlo
Resumen
La estimación de la pérdida de vida es útil para la gestión de transformadores de potencia. Un método, no invasivo, es estimar la edad
funcional del papel aislante del transformador, mediante las guías de carga. Para esto, el perfil de temperatura del punto caliente es calculado
a partir de características técnicas del transformador, los perfiles carga y temperatura ambiente y un conjunto de ecuaciones diferenciales.
En la práctica, la información disponible para este análisis es incompleta. En este artículo se presenta un método para estimar la carga
histórica y los perfiles de temperatura ambiente experimentados por el transformador, cuando existe falta de datos. Para este fin, el método
emplea una red neuronal artificial y simulaciones de Monte Carlo. El método es aplicado a un transformador de potencia de 30 MVA. Los
resultados obtenidos son analizados en una sección de validación para finalmente dar las conclusiones del trabajo.
Palabras clave: envejecimiento; red neuronal artificial; gestión de activos, simulación de Monte Carlo; pronóstico del perfil de carga.

1. Introduction
Power transformers play a fundamental, strategic role in
power systems. In power transformer management, it is useful

to estimate, as closely as possible, the current condition of the
unit. There are several monitoring and diagnostic techniques that
aimed to estimate the transformer condition. One of these
techniques seeks to assess the loss of total life percentage of the
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unit’s insulating paper, which can be expressed in terms of the
functional age resulting from thermal degradation. It is to be
noted that the functional age is different from the calendar age
of the transformer [1,2].
A transformer aging failure is an irreparable failure that is
more probable when the loss of life percentage is approaching
100%. In this regard, this measure is useful to make appropriate
decisions, e.g., the design of a Suitable scheme of maintenance
to prolong unit life.
In a transformer in service, internal temperatures increase as
load and ambient temperature rise, and vice versa. High internal
temperatures reduce the mechanical strength of the cellulose
insulation as time passes [3]. The Hot Spot Temperature (HST)
is a useful measure to estimate the thermal effect of paper-aging.
In fact, after developing a transformer post mortem assessment,
it was found that HST is a critical factor [4]. HST is a function
of load, ambient temperature, and features of the unit.
Consequently, the functional age of the transformer can be
roughly assessed through HST estimation. If the historical HST
profile, i.e., the data of HST values against time, is available for
the whole period of the unit operation, then the thermal aging of
the insulating paper can be estimated as described in the IEEE
and the IEC loading guides, [5,6]. The formula to assess
transformer aging is based on the condition of new paper, and
can only be used to calculate the relative paper deterioration.
Since the aging equation is based on the HST, and the HST
calculation on load data, it is then necessary to have access to the
complete loading history of the unit.
However, transformer loading history is not usually wellknown in practice. To overcome this drawback, this paper
proposes a method to deal with the lack of data. The
methodology is founded on the fact that, nowadays, electric
networks have Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
(SCADA) systems that allow for the online storage of measured
values such as load, date and ambient temperature. Even if a part
of this data has not been recorded, e.g., in the period previous to
the SCADA implementation, the available data can be used to
estimate the unrecorded historical load data.
The estimation of lacking load data relies on the statistical
analysis of ambient temperatures and on the identification of
historical load features. An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is
then trained in order to estimate the complete loading probable
profile. Because the uncertainty in the HST estimation must be
modeled, the next step requires Monte Carlo Simulations (MCS)
to be performed by using both ambient temperature and loading
probable profiles as inputs. Subsequently, the estimated probable
HST profiles are used to assess the frequency of occurrence of the
functional age of the insulating paper and its percentage loss of life.
For the HST calculation, a recent model that considers oil
viscosity in temperature dependence has been used [7-9].
Finally, the probable functional age of the insulating paper and
therefore, the loss-of-insulation life percentage of a real power
transformer are assessed, the results are discussed, and
conclusions are presented from the case study.
2. Estimation of functional age and loss-of-life
percentage of the insulation paper
2.1. Ageing models
In oil-cooled power transformers, paper is used as one of

the insulating materials due to its outstanding characteristics,
e.g., excellent dielectric and mechanical properties. Paper is
comprised of lignin, hemicellulose and cellulose. The
cellulose molecules are built by long chains of glucose rings.
The average length of these chains, termed Degree of
Polymerization
(DP),
determines
the
functional
characteristics of the paper, [3].
When paper is exposed to water, oxygen, heat and acids,
all of which are aging agents, the long molecular chains are
cleaved by chemical reactions. As a consequence, the DP and
the expected lifespan of the insulating paper decrease.
The aging agents act simultaneously; consequently, the
mathematical modeling of the aging process is very complex,
resulting in a non-linear Arrhenius plot. However, for practical
purposes most of the researchers and organizations assume
independent processes, and as such, the total degradation
becomes the sum of degradation from each process that can be
described by an individual equation, [3,5]. Annex I in [5],
introduces an interesting discussion of the history of loss of
insulation life. It also states that each aging agent will have an
effect on degradation rate, so they must be individually
controlled. Moreover, it is observed that whereas the water and
oxygen content of the insulation can be controlled by the
transformer oil preservation system, the transformer operating
personnel is responsible for the control of heat.
This research is mainly focused on the influence of heat
in the aging process. However, it must be recognized that
time variations of the other agents could strongly affect the
aging speed. Note that as concluded in [10,11], “water is
more important than oxygen for transformer aging; and acids
are of central significance for understanding the aging of
paper and for evaluating the effects of oil maintenance.”
This assumption could relate to the transformer in the case
study reported here, since in the San Juan Province, Argentina,
where the unit operates, the average ambient relative humidity is
48%. Also, as can be observed in references [12,13], there is a
direct relation between moisture in air, oil, and insulating paper.
The higher the relative air humidity, the higher the moisture
uptake rate of the insulating liquids will be, and consequently,
that of the paper. Consequently, the influence of moisture for this
specific case is lower than that for transformers located in areas
with a higher average relative humidity. Nevertheless, to achieve
more general results, additional research must be conducted in
order to model the moisture influence.
Eq. (1), as written in [5], defines the aging acceleration
factor, FAA, as a function of the HST in the windings, θ HS in
ºC. The empirical constant 15000 is the aging rate constant
that is better described in annex I, contained in [5]. The
reference temperature, θHS , R , coincides with the rated HST,
which for thermally upgraded paper is θHS , R =110 °C.

FAA  e

15000
15000

θHS ,R  273 θHS  273

(1)

Eq. (2) allows the functional age of insulating paper to be
assessed. This expression is the summation in a determined
period of time of the products obtained by multiplying
intervals of time, Δti , (with i=1, 2…,n, and n as the number
of time intervals for the whole period of time) by its
respective computed aging acceleration factor, FAA,i, for
which the insulating paper has been exposed to a given θHS,i .
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AF 

rated load, μ pu is the per unit oil viscosity given by the ratio

n

 FAA,i  Δti

(2)

i 1

In (2), both Δti and n are specified by the load profiles
that will later be described in section 4. The functional age,
AF, is then used to calculate the loss-of-insulation life
percentage as:
% loss of life =

AF

Alife

 100

(3)

In (3), Alife is the normal insulation life at the reference
temperature, θHS , R , in hours. The benchmark of normal
insulation life for well-dried, oxygen-free 65 °C average
winding temperature rise system is reported in [4,14]. A 200
retained degree of polymerization in insulation has been
adopted in this article as the normal insulation life criterion,
and it corresponds to 150000 hours for θHS , R =110 °C.

of the current oil viscosity over rated oil viscosity μ μR , n is an
empirical constant dependent on whether the oil circulation is
laminar (n=0.25) or turbulent (n=0.33), m is an empirical
constant related with the shape of the thermal curve, ΔθTO, R is
the rated TOT rise over ambient (measured in °C), ΔθHS , R is
the rated HST rise over TOT (measured in °C), τTO, R is the
rated top-oil time constant, τW ,R is the rated winding time
constant in minutes, and θamb is the ambient temperature.
Equations to model oil viscosity variations with
temperature are shown in [7-9]. For Oil Natural - Air Natural
(ONAN) cooling mode, the value of constants n and m is
0.25. For the Oil Natural - Air Force (ONAF) and Oil Force
- Air Force OFAF cooling modes, in power transformers with
external cooling these values are n=0.5 and m=0.1.
The winding losses corrected for the HST, PW , pu  θHS  ,
are calculated, as per the following:
PW , pu  θHS   PDC , pu

2.2. Hot spot temperature estimation
The functional age, due to thermal aging, depends on the
HST. This is because the winding insulating paper ages faster
in the region in which the hottest temperature is present.
When no fiber-optic sensors are installed inside the
transformer, as is the common case in older units, the HST
must be estimated through models based on measured oil
temperatures [15].
Several HST models, ranging from simple to very
complex, have been proposed in the bibliography, [5-9]. The
qualitative criteria for selecting a HST model for this study
were: i) availability of the technical transformer data and
parameters the HST model is based on, ii) performance
simulating transient or varying loads with altering ambient
temperature, and, iii) top-oil temperature (TOT) based
model, which exhibits a suitable performance [16].
A thermal model satisfying most of the above defined
criteria is the HST model presented by Susa in [7-9]. In this
model, HST and TOT differential equations account for oil
viscosity changes with temperature. One advantage of this
model is that it is only based on nameplate data and few heat
run test protocol parameters. The differential equations for
the TOT, θTO , and the HST, θ HS , are respectively:

1  R  K  1  R  μ
2

pu

n


d θoil
n
 μ pu  τTO, R 
dt


 K

2







(6)

where PDC, pu is the ratio of DC losses to total winding losses,
PE,W , pu is the ratio of winding eddy losses to total winding losses,
θ K is the temperature correction factor, 225 for Al and 235 for
Cu, and the total winding losses are PW  PDC  PE,W .
It should be noted that DC losses in (6) are measured by
applying a direct current to the windings, whereas eddy
losses in the windings are not separately measurable.
Furthermore, DC losses are not necessarily given on the
nameplates. Nevertheless, Jauregui states in [16] that for load
levels near the transformer rated load, (i.e., in a no-overload
transformer condition) the winding losses correction is
unnecessary. Therefore, if necessary, PW , pu  θHS  can be
omitted in eq. (5), which will lead to:
m 1

K 2 μ pu m ΔθHS , R  μ pu m τW , R

d θHS  θHS  θTO 

dt
ΔθHS , R m

(7)

Thus, it can be concluded that the Susa HST model can
be simplified for applications where only nameplate data and
no heat-run test protocol are available.
2.3. Necessary data to estimate the hot spot temperature

 ΔθTO, R 
  θTO  θamb 

ΔθTO, R n


θHS  θK
θHS , R  θK
 PE ,W , pu
θHS , R  θK
θHS  θK

n 1

(4)

 PW , pu  θ HS   μ pu n  Δθ HS , R 
m 1


d θ HS   θ HS  θTO 
n
 μ pu  τW , R 

dt 
Δθ HS , R m


(5)

where, R is the ratio of load losses at rated current to noload losses, K is the load factor and quotient of load over

A listing of the transformer data necessary to calculate the
HST at time i for the mentioned model includes the
following: winding eddy losses, winding resistive losses, DC
or I2R losses, load losses, no-load losses, winding-time
constant (estimated by means of weight of windings), oiltime constant (estimated by means of the mass of oil), rated
TOT rise over ambient temperature, rated HST rise over
TOT, rated TOT, rated HST, and both ambient temperature
and load at time i. Moreover, selecting appropriate
transformer constants requires knowledge of characteristics
such as the cooling stages and the winding conductor
material. Once the HST is obtained at time i, the procedure
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must be repeated for the whole operational period of the unit
in order to apply (1) and (2) to estimate AF.
3. Problem description and proposed methodology
3.1. Problem description
The aim of this paper is to present a methodology to
estimate the functional age, AF, of insulating paper of aging
power transformers when part of data regarding load and
ambient temperature profiles for the complete operational
period of the assessed transformer is missing.

describe the behavior of both profiles. This preprocessed data
is necessary for two purposes: to construct ambient
temperature profiles for normalized days and to train the load
forecasting model.
Step 3: Analyze the historical ambient temperature
statistically. Once the available ambient temperature profile
has been preprocessed, normalized days are defined.
For this purpose, each month of available ambient
temperature data can be divided into three packages of
approximately ten days, i.e., D ≈10. For each package the
hourly mean temperature and the standard deviation, h, is
calculated as:

3.2. Scheme of the proposed methodology

θh 

To assess the AF of the insulating paper, missing historical
temperature and load data must be estimated to be able to
then apply the models presented in section 3. Taking this into
consideration, the following general scheme is proposed as a
suitable methodology to address the problem.
In the following section each one of the steps in Fig. 1
will be explained in more detail.
Step 1: Acquire the following input data:
-Data as described in section 2.3, to thermally model the
transformer under study.
-All available information regarding power delivered
hourly through the transformer, and the ambient temperature at
the power station; e.g., information acquired by the SCADA.
-All historical information about ambient temperature
and monthly or yearly electric energy consumption in the
district in which the power transformer operates.
Step 2: Classify, organize and filter inadequate or atypical
data from the hourly load and ambient temperature profiles,
acquired in step 1. This step must provide typical values to
1
2

4

Statistically analyze available ambient
temperature profiles

Assign probability distributions of hourly ambient
temperature to the missing period of time.

5

Define the input data for the back in time estimation of the
load, and to implement an ANN for load forecasting

6

Estimate L number of probable load profiles by means of
Monte Carlo simulations, for the missing period of time
7
8

Compute L probable HST profiles

Estimate L probable functional ages of the paper
9

Assess the obtained results regarding the
functional age and the % loss-of-life

Figure 1. Proposed methodology scheme.
Source: The authors

and σ h 

1 D
 θh,d  θh
D  1 d 1





2

(8)

where d=1,2,..., D, and h is the observed temperature at
hour h for each day d. Moreover, there is a correlation
between adjacent hourly ambient temperatures. To model
this dependence, a 24x24 correlation matrix, Rd, is computed
for each normalized day. Based on this routine, 24 pairs of
θ h andh, with h=1,…24, and one correlation matrix Rd are
obtained for each normalized day. It is noted that the
covariance matrix of the normalized day Sd can also be
computed since it is a function of the matrix Rd and the
standard deviation vector of 24 elementsh,d, [16].
Step 4: Assign probability distributions of ambient
temperature to the missing period of time. Completing the
ambient temperature curve procedure includes assigning one
of the obtained normalized days in the previous step to each
day in the missing period of time. This action can be
performed by comparing features of the normalized days
with those known for the days in the missing period, e.g. the
Euclidian distance, d, which is given by:
d

Acquire Input data

Classify and organize the input data
3

1 D
 θh,d
D d 1



 x  y 2

(9)

where x is a vector containing a pair of values of the
historical maximum and minimum daily temperatures for
unknown days (i.e., whose hourly temperature profile is
unknown) and y is a vector containing the same values of a
normalized day. These can be used to select the normalized
day that exhibits the minimal distance in order to then assign
this information to the missing day.
Step 5: Define the input data for the estimation of the
historical load and implement a suitable ANN for load
forecasting.
References to estimate the historical load were not found;
however, load forecasting is a well-known field of work in
electrical engineering. In effect, there are various techniques,
which have been extensively studied and used in time series
forecasting, e.g. Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average
(ARIMA) and its variants, Artificial Neural Networks
(ANNs), and hybrid methods such as ANNs/ARIMA [18].
However, in this paper ANNs have been selected to deal with
the described problem since some researchers have compared
and tested this technique, concluding that ANNs could
successfully capture the nonlinear relationship between the
load and the weather [19]. In effect, ANNs are better suited
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Inputs:
Ed (DB4),
Tamb (ºC),
Year, Month,
Day, Hour

be observed that the order to start running the assessed unit
fans, i.e. to start the ONAF mode, is given by a commercial
temperature monitor.
It is remarkable that there have been no changes in the
configuration of the power station since 1994, the year in
which the unit under study was installed.

ANN
Output:
S(MVA)

Figure 2. Conceptual scheme of the implemented ANN.
Source: The authors

4.1. Case study description
in terms of ARIMA since the first can capture nonlinear
patterns between input and output parameters while the
second is limited by the pre-assumed linear form of the
model. It must be noted that hybrid methods which combine
both ARIMA and ANN are being investigated. Future
research could be conducted on this subject to improve the
forecasting accuracy; however, this research lies outside the
scope of this paper.
In general, an ANN does non-linear curve fitting and is
able to find a function to subsequently calculate load values
dependent on various input parameters [20]. A two-layer
feed-forward network with sigmoid hidden neurons and
linear output neurons can fit multi-dimensional mapping
problems arbitrarily well if provided with consistent data and
enough neurons in its hidden layer [21]. In this network, the
information only moves in one direction, forwards, i.e., data
goes from the input nodes through the hidden nodes and then
to the output node.
Therefore, we selected a feed-forward ANN structure. It
basically compares the calculated output value with a
desirable result, the target value. The target values are the
load values that are stored by the SCADA: in effect, the
available load profile. Whereas there is one single output, the
load, there are several input parameters. In this approach, the
input parameters are the hourly ambient temperatures
(Tamb), year, month, weekday, hour and the monthly energy
demand (Ed). Fig. 2 illustrates inputs and outputs defined for
the ANN.
Step 6: Estimate a quantity of L probable ambient
temperature and load profiles by means of Monte Carlo
simulations, where L is the number of simulations, for the
missing period of time. For this purpose, the probability
distributions of ambient temperature defined in step 4, and
the input data for the ANN implemented in step 5 are used.
Step 7: Compute L probable HST profiles by using the
formulation presented in section 2.2 from the L probable
profiles that was computed in steps 4 and 6.
Step 8: Estimate L, probable functional ages of the
insulating paper by using formulation presented in section 2.1
from the L HST profiles computed in step 7.
Step 9: Assess the results obtained regarding the AF from
the L probable values computed in step 8, and compute a
histogram for the % loss-of-insulation life.
4. Case study
In this section, probable HST profiles and a probability
density function for the loss-of-insulation life of a 30 MVA
and 132 +6/-12 x 1 %/ 34.5/13.8 kV rated step-down
transformer will be estimated through the general scheme,
shown in Fig. 1. The unit is connected in YN/yno/d11. The
rated cooling is ONAN/ONAF at 70/100 % of load. It should

In the case of the transformer that was being studied, the
unit operator began to record the load and ambient temperature
data on 20/01/08. Within this study, the period that will be
covered extends until 31/07/10. Therefore, twenty-four values
of both load and ambient temperature for each of the 924 days
listed in the database are available. However, since the unit was
installed in 1994, there is a lack of load and ambient
temperature data for the period between 15/02/94 and 19/01/08.
Therefore, to assess the functional age of the insulating paper,
missing temperature and load data must be historically
estimated for the particular period of time.
4.2. Applying the proposed methodology to case study
1) Step 1. Available data is compiled from several databases
that have been classified as follows:
i) Database 1: 924 x 24 pairs of values of load and ambient
temperature data for the period 20/01/08 - 31/07/10.
ii) Database 2: archives published by the local
meteorological service, which includes daily minimum
and maximum temperatures covering the period 01/01/01
- 31/07/10.
iii) Database 3: archives published by the local
meteorological service, which are comprised of monthly
average temperatures for the period from February 1994
to August 2010.
iv) Database 4: the district’s monthly energy demand -where
the unit is located- from February 1994 to August 2010.
v) Database 5: nameplate data of the assessed transformer.
2) Step 2. In database 1, missing or erroneous values had
to be detected and the associated data (e.g., date)
removed.
3) Step 3. To complete the ambient temperature curve,
first, normalized days, based on the filtered measured
temperature data reported in database1 must be
established.
A total of 91 normalized daily ambient temperature profiles
were determined by using the routine presented in section 3.2.,
Step 3. For this purpose, the time period covered by database 1,
i.e., from 20/01/08 to 31/07/10, was considered. Each one of
these 91 normalized days is representative of a day in a month
of the year; i.e., there are 7 normalized days representing a day
in January, 9 normalized days representing a day in February, 9
for March, …, etc. For example, a normalized ambient
temperature for a day in February, obtained from the population
of 10 days from 01/02/08 to 10/02/08, is shown in Fig. 3. The
vertical lines indicate the probabilistic distribution of the
normalized hourly temperature. Moreover, the mesh that
represents the correlation matrix for that normalized day is
plotted in Fig. 4. A strong correlation between the hourly
ambient temperatures, especially for those that are adjacent, is
observed.
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Table 1
ANN Structure Performance - MAPE in (%) and MAE in (MVA) were
computed for ANN with 10, 20, 30 and 40 Hidden Neurons
Hidden
10
20
30
40
Neurons
MAPE
0.137
0.126
0.119
0.118
MAE
2.193
2.015
1.864
1.826
Source: Authors

41
39

Ambient Temperature (ºC)

37
35
33
31
29
27
25
23
21
19
17
15
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Daytime in hours
01.02.2008
02.02.2008
03.02.2008
04.02.2008
05.02.2008
06.02.2008
07.02.2008
08.02.2008
09.02.2008
10.02.2008
Average
Figure 3. A normalized day in February. Vertical lines plot the 95%
confidence intervals for the hourly temperature values. The measured
temperature curves are shown for ten days from 01/02/08 until 10/02/08.
Source: The authors

Table 2
ANN performance assessment - MAPE in (%) and MAE in
computed for 20 ANN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
ANN
MAPE 0.117 0.117 0.117 0.116 0.117 0.116 0.117 0.118
MAE 1.827 1.823 1.827 1.804 1.837 1.821 1.824 1.849
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
ANN
MAPE 0.116 0.117 0.117 0.119 0.117 0.116 0.116 0.117
MAE 1.813 1.828 1.825 1.859 1.827 1.815 1.814 1.826
Source: Authors

9
0.119
1.854
19
0.119
1.854

10
0.116
1.814
20
0.117
1.825

5) Step 5. The lacking load values have to be estimated
for the 15/02/94 - 19/01/08 period. ANN structures,
such as those shown in Fig. 1, with 10, 20, 30 and 40
hidden neurons were tested. The performance of these
structures was verified by two measures: i) the mean
absolute percentage error (MAPE), and ii) the mean
absolute error (MAE).

1
0.9

1

(MVA) were

0.8

0.8

R

0.7

0.6

0.6

1 n LM ,i  LF ,i
 LM ,i
n i 1

(%) and,

n

1
MAE   LM ,i  LF ,i
n i 1

0.5

0.4
0.2
24 22

MAPE 

(10)

(MVA)

0.4

20 18

16 14

12 10

hour

8

6 4
2 0

24
20 22
16 18
14
12
8 10
4 6
0 2
hour

Figure 4. Correlation matrix of the hourly ambient temperature of a
normalized day in February. The matrix has been computed using ten days
of data from 01/02/08 until 10/02/08.
Source: The authors

4) Step 4. Ambient temperatures were then determined for the
01/01/01 - 19/01/08 period. The minimum and maximum
temperature values of the 91 normalized days were
employed as features of typical days. From these features
and from the daily minimum and maximum temperatures
that are shown in database 2, the Euclidean distances
were computed by using (9). In this way, one of the 91
normalized days was assigned to each day between
01/01/01 and 19/01/08. Subsequently, the corresponding
monthly average temperatures were calculated for this
period. The assigned normalized days were scaled by the
ratio of the calculated monthly average temperatures over
the real monthly average temperature given in database 3.
As such, the monthly average temperatures, including
assigned normalized days from the 01/01/01 - 19/01/08
period coincide with the real monthly average values that
are given for the same period.

where n is the total number of load values between
20/01/08 - 31/07/10, LM,i and LF,i are the measured and
forecasted hourly load values, in MVA, respectively. The
performance values for each ANN are given in Table 1.
By increasing the number of hidden neurons, the
performance of the ANN improves. However, there is only a
small improvement for more than 30 hidden neurons.
Therefore, a structure of 40 hidden neurons was
implemented. Moreover, when training an ANN, the initial
weights and biases of the network are usually randomly
generated taking values between –1 and 1. This initialization
has the ability to produce an improved network. Therefore,
twenty two-layer feed-forward networks with 40 hidden
neurons were created and trained for the 20/01/08 - 31/07/10
period. With the real load values and those estimated through
the ANN, the performance of these 20 ANNs was verified
again by means of MAPE and MAE. The performance values
for each one of these 20 ANNs are given in Table 2.
Network 4, which showed the best performance, was
chosen for its back-in-time estimation of load. Diagrams in
Fig. 5 show the forecast loads for two different fourteen-day
periods. It can be observed from the graphical results that the
forecast load follows the real measured values closely.
6) Step 6. Probable ambient temperature profiles were
created by using MCS. A thousand ambient
temperature profiles, L=1000, each containing
123168 temperature values included in the period
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15/02/94 - 19/01/08, were generated by multivariate
normal random numbers. These numbers were
computed from the hourly normal distributions
characterized by the mean hourly ambient
temperature, θ h , the corresponding standard
deviation, σ h , and the daily covariance matrix, Sd
that were obtained in steps 3 and 4.
Once the probable ambient temperature profiles were
obtained, they were constrained to fit the reported
information given in database 3, e.g., 10 randomly generated
ambient temperature profiles for the first 15 days of January
of 2001 are shown in Fig. 6.
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Figure 5. Forecast load profiles for two fourteen-day periods. Period one:
summer season, corresponding to 01.01.2009 at 01:00 until 15.01.2009 at
01:00. Period two: winter season, corresponding to 01.07.2009 at 01:00 until
15.07.2009 at 01:00.
Source: Authors

The selected ANN network was then used to estimate
1000 of the transformer’s probable load profiles. Each hourly
load profile was estimated from a corresponding probable
temperature curve and the input data from database 4.
7) Step 7. The HST model presented in section 2.2 was
adjusted for the unit characteristics of the case study. Moreover,
to deal with the changes in the cooling modes, ONAN/ONAF, it
was necessary to model the behavior of the temperature monitor
that commands the fans. This type of device uses the following
approach to estimate the control HST:
θ HS ,c  θTO  H  Δθ HS , R  K y

(11)

where, H and y are set values which depend on the
transformer characteristics, in fact, in this case study, H=1.3 and
y=1.6. It must be noted that the control HST (HS,c) computed
from (11) is an approximation, the only purpose of which is to
command the fans. In fact, fans are turned-on when HS,c is
higher than 85ºC, and turned-off when HS,c becomes lower than
75ºC so as to avoid repetitive on-off fan operations.
In the algorithm that was implemented, when both TO,
computed from (4), and K (which depends on the load) yield
HS,c values higher than 85ºC; when the temperature is
increasing, or lower than 75ºC; or when the temperature is
decreasing, then the empiric constants n and m in eq. (4)-(5)
change and assume their respective values in agreement with
the activated cooling mode.
The HST calculation was divided into two parts. The first
part is the deterministic HST calculation based on the load
profile data covering the period from 20/01/08 to 31/07/10.
The second part is the probabilistic HST calculation that
was made for all 1000 estimated load and ambient
temperature profiles determined for the 02/15/94 to 19/01/08
period. Therefore, 1000 HST curves were computed. One of
these HST-curves is shown in Fig. 7.
Moreover, Fig. 8 presents a diagram showing the average
annual loading. This data shows the loading trend of the 30
MVA transformer. A fact it is worthwhile pointing out is the
sudden decrease in the demand that timely coincided with the
2001 political and financial crisis in Argentina; this is also
reflected in the forecasted load.
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Figure 6. Ambient temperature profiles generated randomly for the period
01/01/01 – 15/01/01.
Source: Authors
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Figure 8. Forecasted average annual loading of the 30 MVA transformer.
Note that computed average annual loading for the 2010 year is only
comprised of the period from January to July, which is the reason for a value
lower than that computed with 2009.
Source: Authors
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Figure 10. Loss of life percentage of the insulating paper.
Source: Authors.

Finally, the los-of-insulation life percentage, due to
thermal aging, was computed by using (3), and the DP=200
end of life criterion. As such we obtained the histogram
shown in Fig. 10, in which it can be observed that the studied
power transformer’s insulating paper is still in good
condition, from a thermal aging point of view. In fact, from
the histogram, it can be seen that the bin centered at 21.4%
loss of life value reports the highest frequency of occurrence
, i.e. it represents the mode.
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Figure 9. Histogram for functional age of the insulating paper, AF
Source: Authors.

8) Step 8. After pre-processing the load profile data,
estimating the ambient temperature and the load, and
subsequently determining the 1000 probable HST
profiles for the 15/02/94 – 31/07/10 period, the functional
age of paper was determined. The first component
functional age is deterministic, and corresponds with the
accumulated age during the period 20/01/08 to 31/07/10.
This was computed by using, (1), the accelerated aging
factor for thermally-upgraded paper, and, (2), the
functional age, AF, of insulating paper. The resulting
functional age for this period was 8415.5 hours.
The second component of AF is probabilistic, and it
was estimated for all the 1000 probable HST profiles,
also by means of (1) and (2). Therefore, L=1000
probable values for the AF of the insulating paper
were estimated for the 15/02/94 to 19/01/08 period.
The total AF of the insulating paper was computed by
adding both the deterministic and the probabilistic
components. Fig. 9 shows the distribution of the total
AF in a histogram of 50 bins.
9) Step 9. It was observed from the results that 90% of
computed AF are less than 41376 hours, and 95%
(950) of the simulations yield to AF values lower than
47739 hours.

The result obtained in section 4.2, step 8, (AF = 8415.5 hours
for the 20/01/08 to 31/07/10 period), i.e. the period for which
hourly ambient temperature and load profiles are available, is
compared with those obtained by assuming that data was not
recorded. For this purpose, historical daily minimum and
maximum temperatures, obtained from 91 normalized daily
ambient temperature profiles and trained ANN were used to
assess the probable AF by means of MSC. The most frequent bin
(in effect, that containing 91 simulations) is the one centered in
8680 h, with edge values of 8580 h and 8790 h. Additionally,
950 simulations (95%) yield lower values than 11119 h.
5.2. Assessment of ambient temperature reconstruction
methods, founded on sinusoidal functions of time
References [22] and [23] present deterministic methods
to produce hourly temperature data by assuming that yearly
temperature amplitudes and hourly temperatures follow
sinusoidal functions of time. To assess the performance of
such proposals, again, a comparison of the results obtained
from the period 20/01/08 to 31/07/10 was undertaken.
In Fig. 11, actual and estimated by the sinusoidal
functions of time ambient temperature profiles are plotted.
From the estimated profile, the AF calculation is performed,
obtaining a result of 6091 h.
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Figure 11. Actual (black) and estimated by sinusoidal functions (red)
ambient temperature profiles.
Source: Authors.
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Table 3
Comparison of the Proposed Method vs. the Method based on Sinusoidal
Functions of time
Proposed
Sinusoidal
Actual AF
Difference
Difference
method
method
8415.5 h
8680 h
3.1%
6091 h
27.6%
Source: Authors

This result shows that AF is underestimated when the
sinusoidal functions of time are employed to reconstruct the
ambient temperature. A possible explanation for this result is
that hot days are omitted for periods falling out of the hottest
month; this can be observed in Fig. 11.
5.3. Discussion
The results obtained from test in sections 5.1 and 5.2 are
shown in Fig. 12. The deterministic result obtained in 4.2,
and the central value of the most frequent bin obtained in 4.1
are compared with the reference of 8415.5 h in Table 3.
These results show that the probabilistic method proposed
for the reconstruction of ambient temperature curve could
lead to results that do not underestimate the functional age of
the insulating paper. Moreover, the results also highlight that
the proposed method is able to model the uncertainty
involved in the problem that is the motivation for this paper.

To conclude this discussion, there is a lot of research that
needs to be done in order to achieve a higher degree of
accuracy in the predictions about the transformer condition.
It is widely recognized that in this problem there are several
sources of uncertainty. For instance, there is uncertainty in
the measurement and posterior diagnostic model of
frequency response analysis when looking for faults in core
and coils [24-26]. The situation is the same for DGA when
oil is analyzed (in fact, there are several methods to infer
incipient faults in the transformer through DGA, but none of
these can be considered as the best one). Furan analysis to
infer the DP, is affected by changes in oil, uncertainty about
the mass of insulating paper, the type of paper, etc.
In this context, it is expected that models to assess the
loading history of a transformer may also be affected by
uncertainty. There is uncertainty affecting (1); i.e., about the
constant B=15000. There have been different values reported
in [5]. Moreover, as stated in section 2.1, the reference value
for end-of-insulation life and the Arrhenius plot are also
affected by the three insulating paper aging mechanisms,
hydrolysis, pyrolysis and oxidation.
Finally, there is also uncertainty when one attempts to
reconstruct historical load and ambient temperature profiles
(especially in the adopted forecasted models, which
undoubtedly can be improved, e.g., by testing other ANN
structures, or employing hybrid methods as ARIMA-ANN).
However, it is noted that one of the major contributions
reported in this paper is related to the capability of the
proposed method in modeling uncertainty. Most of the
standard methods are deterministic. Therefore, these do not
recognize the uncertain nature of the analyzed problem.
6. Conclusions
This paper introduces a methodology to estimate missing
load data to be used in order to determine the functional age
of power transformers’ insulating paper. The methodology is
founded on the statistical analysis of local ambient
temperatures, and on ANNs and MCS to estimate probable
historical HST profiles. Subsequently, through the thermal
aging principles of insulating paper, it is possible to assess
the functional age and loss-of-insulation life percentage due
to thermal effects.
Later on in the research, a case study for a 30 MVA rated
transformer with its corresponding database was presented.
Based on this database and on long term temperature
measurements from an external weather station, through
MCS, 1000 probable ambient temperature curves were
generated for the whole operational period of the unit. Then,
using an ANN 1000, probable load profiles were obtained.
With these results, a corresponding number of HST profiles
were then gathered.
Test results were processed to estimate the frequency of
the occurrence of the studied transformer’s functional age.
The results obtained show that the insulating paper from the
unit under investigation is still in good condition, in terms of
a thermal aging point of view and from its loading history
analysis. Moreover, it was shown that calculation of
functional age is also useful to estimate the loss of life
percentage due to thermal aging. The presented methodology
will contribute to the transformer condition monitoring as a
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cheap, comparably fast and easily accessible tool, even for
load profiles that do not contain the entire load and ambient
temperature data for the whole period of unit operation.
Further research on this issue must be conducted in order
for several other important aspects to be considered. These
include the following in particular: to include in the model
influence of moisture on the aging speed, to improve the
forecasting accuracy by testing hybrid methods as ARIMAANN, and to assess both the functional age and the loss-ofinsulation life percentage in forecasted future load scenarios.
Finally, the proposed method is an applicable tool for a major
project research that is searching for the determination of a
transformer risk index.
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